
 
CD 1 
Alexander von Zemlinsky (1871-1942) 
Drei Stücke for cello and piano (1891) 
1 Humoreske  3:14                                                                                                      
2 Lied    2:57                                                                                                                
3 Tarantell   1:43    

Gerard von Brucken Fock (1859-1935) 
Sonata for piano and cello in E minor (1884, 
revision 1931) 
4 Allegro non troppo   8:07                                                                                      
5 Allegretto grazioso   4:18                                                                                     
6 Adagio  1:57                                                                                                          
7 Allegro non troppo, ma con spirito  6:30 
                                                                                                      
Alexander von Zemlinsky (1871-1942) 
Sonata for cello and piano in A minor (1894) 
8 Mit Leidenschaft  10:53                                                                                         
9 Andante   8:28                                                                                                      
10 Allegretto   8:12  

CD 2 
Ernő von Dohnányi (1877-1960) 
Sonata for cello and piano in B-flat major, op.8 (1899) 
11 Allegro ma non troppo     8:32                                                                               
12 Scherzo. Vivace assai      5:09                                                                                  
13 Adagio non troppo -Tema con variazioni. Allegro Moderato   13:17      
 
                

 
 

 
 
 

 
 



In the final fifteen years of the 19th century, during the twilight of late romanticism, 
three talented and enthusiastic young men in their twenties wrote their (only) 
sonata for cello and piano under varying circumstances: three sonatas which have 
never found a stable place in the repertoire, or were perhaps only recently 
discovered and published. This CD recording aims to give these neglected 
chamber music gems the attention and recognition they so unmistakably deserve. 

“I couldn’t have written it better myself!” said Johannes Brahms, who was otherwise 
quite stingy with his compliments, when he first came into contact with the score of 
Ernő Dohnányi’s Piano Quintet opus 1. He immediately arranged for a Viennese 
premiere of the work and for it to be published by Simrock in Berlin. This generous 
gesture successfully launched the career of the eighteen-year-old Hungarian. 

Born in 1877 in Pozsony (now Bratislava in Slovakia), Dohnányi demonstrated 
exceptional musical talent from an early age. He received his first music lessons 
from his father (himself an avid amateur cellist) and was first registered  in 1894 at 
the Music Academy in Budapest where he entered the piano class of István 
Thomán, a student of Liszt. He studied composition with Hans Koesler - also the 
teacher of Béla Bartók and Zoltán Kodály (4 and 5 years his juniors respectively). 
However, while Bartók and Kodály developed an entirely new language and style 
that would point to new directions in music history, Dohnányi devoted his life to the 
romantic German tradition and developed his own style from the musical heritage of 
Brahms and (later on) Richard Strauss. His decision not to reject these musical 
influences led to critics labelling him as conservative and anachronistic. 
The great Liszt disciple Eugène d’Albert prepared Dohnányi for a career as a 
concert pianist and he quickly grew to be one of the greatest pianists of his 
generation, regarded by many to be Liszt’s successor, and making countless 
concert tours across Europe, Russia and the United States. In doing so, Dohnányi 
(who called himself Ernst von Dohnányi outside of Hungary) was one of the last 
great pianist-composers in the line of Liszt and Rachmaninov. 
In 1905 at the invitation of Joseph Joachim he was appointed to the faculty at the 
Musikhochschule Berlin. Following the outbreak of WWI he returned to Budapest 
where he spent several months as director of the Music Academy before being fired 
by the Horthy regime for refusing to fire the leftist Zoltán Kodály on account of his 
political views. Despite this, Dohnányi remained in Budapest where he gradually 
took on more important positions. In 1919 he was appointed chief conductor of the 
Budapest Philharmonic Orchestra, where he presented not only standard repertoire 
but his own works and many premieres of works by such “modern” Hungarians as 
Bártok, Kodály and Weiner, as well as Stravinsky’s “Rite of Spring”. 



In 1928 he begin teaching piano at the Music Academy (later the Franz Liszt 
Academy) where in 1934 he would become director. In this capacity he nurtured an 
entire generation of leading Hungarian musicians such as Annie Fischer, Géza 
Anda, György Cziffra, Misha Levitzky and Georg Solti. In 1931 he also took up the 
post of Head of Music at the Hungarian Radio. Not to be forgotten was his ongoing 
commitment to his career as a pianist, where he tackled such challenges as a 
complete cycle of Beethoven Sonatas and Mozart Piano Concertos. 
Dohnányi recorded and performed an average of a hundred concerts per year in his 
home country, donating a significant amount of his income to the financial support 
of cultural projects and artists. He became such an iconic figure in Hungarian 
musical life that Bártok was known to have remarked “the Hungarian music life is 
Dohnányi!”. In 1943, during the Nazi-German occupation of Hungary, Dohnányi 
resigned from his post as director of the Liszt Academy out of protest against the 
anti-Semitic regulations (as talented Jewish musicians comprised a large portion of 
the school). 
One year later he disbanded his beloved Budapest Philharmonic for the same 
reasons and focused his energies on preventing the deportation of “his” musicians. 
While fighting Nazi politics he had equally little sympathy for the communist ideals 
which crossed the Hungarian border together with the Soviet army. 
Dohnányi was free of all political interferences and discolourations of cultural life. 
Unable to obtain papers for his family to flee to England, he escaped past the 
Russians to Austria where he received word of the murder of his two sons. Hans, 
the eldest, was executed by the Nazis for his part in a failed assassination attempt 
on Hitler. 
The newly installed socialist government in Budapest, sponsored by opportunistic 
individuals who saw Dohnányi’s departure as an opportunity, began a smear 
campaign accusing him of Nazi collaboration. With the assistance of the American 
occupying force who verified his allegations but were unable to clear his name, the 
Hungarian maestro settled, after a short stay in Argentina, in the United States. 
His post at the Florida State University Tallahassee gave him peace, financial 
stability and the opportunity to be surrounded by young people with whom he could 
share his enormous body of knowledge and experience. The false accusations from 
Hungary continued, however, and despite many letters and documents from 
leading Jewish musicians such as Jenő Sugár, Leo Weiner, Tibor Serly en Imre 
Waldbauer who risked their lives on his behalf from behind the iron curtain, the 
majority of concert halls still refused to admit him. It was in these tragic 
circumstances that Ernő Dohnányi passed away in 1960. 
Not until the 1980s did his general rehabilitation gradually begin, culminating in the 
posthumous Kossuth Prize awarded to him by the Hungarian government, their 
highest civil level of distinction. 



It is high time for an homage to this great Hungarian master and a re-evaluation 
and appreciation of his versatile and interesting oeuvre. In this light, his early Cello 
Sonata from 1899 is a beautiful starting point. 
Dohnányi composed this work predominantly during his first large-scale concert 
tour of England, probably with his cello-playing father in mind. The first movement, 
Allegro ma non troppo, begins with a soft unison passage that exhales the essence 
of Brahms through its tightly woven voices and classical proportions. A sparkling 
scherzo follows where the spirit of Mendelssohn seems to return and flashy 
tremolo-semiquavers take the lead. 
The lyrical third movement, Adagio ma non troppo, supplies a much needed 
contrast and functions as an introduction for the consecutive Allegro moderato. This 
final movement consists of a theme and variations, a beloved compositional 
technique of Dohnányi’s. The theme is continuously placed in a changing 
rhythmical and adventurous harmonic context. The fact that variation V includes 
material from the first movement, variation VII from the scherzo and variation VIII 
from the Adagio non troppo suggests a conclusion in cyclical form of the thematic 
material from the whole sonata. 

Alexander von Zemlinksy also has Brahms to thank for the prominence of his 
name. 
The Viennese patriarch was greatly impressed with his twenty-five-year-old 
colleague's Clarinet Sonata and once more delivered the work to Simrock where it 
was published. Zemlinksy had his roots in Zsolna (currently Žilina in Slovakia, yet 
another parallel with Dohnányi) and had a solid education at the Konservatorium 
der Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna, where he studied piano, theory and 
composition with Fuchs. Despite receiving critical acclaim for his pianistic abilities 
he had no ambition to pursue a solo career and instead was interested in devoting 
himself to composition. In the following years he composed a great deal of chamber 
music, much of which remained unpublished until well into the 20th century. 
In 1895 he also established his own orchestra, Polyhymnia, through which he met 
Arnold Schoenberg who played cello in the ensemble. They developed a lifelong 
bond of friendship which was reinforced in 1901 when Zemlinksy married 
Schoenberg’s sister Mathilde. While Schoenberg radically rejected late romanticism 
in favour of atonality as a basic principle, Zemlinsky never completely turned his 
back on tonality. He did, however, declare around 1900 when he had developed a 
recognizable musical identity, that he sought to direct his music “to the furthest 
borders of tonality”, that “tonal keys no longer had any absolute value but were 
being replaced by sound colour”, and that “formal structure, freed of all systems of 
tonal relationships, is designated to increasingly short motive cells”. His music 



would in due course develop a sobriety and would integrate, along with elements of 
the Neue Sachlichkeit, neoclassicism and jazz. 
In 1900 he met Alma Schindler with whom he began an intense relationship. 
Almawas fascinated by his music, intelligence, and what she found to be an erotic 
energy, but ridiculed his appearance (…a caricature, small, without chin, with 
bulging eyes and an idiotic conducting style…”). Alexander in turn idolized her (…”I 
want you, with every atom of my feeling…”) but loathed her superficial social life. 
Two years later she left him to marry Gustav Mahler. Zemlinsky was burdened by 
this lost love for many years, traces of which can be found in a number of his works 
(including the opera “Der Zwerg” from 1921 and the “Lyrische Symphonie” from 
1923). 
Probably to shake the suffering and begin a new life as a reborn man without Alma, 
the Jewish-born Zemlinsky converted to Protestantism, changed his birthday from 
October 14, 1871 to October 4, 1872, took the Hungarian “z” out of his official name 
(von Zemlinszky) and decided only to use the predicate “von” during his 
performances as conductor. 
From 1903 he began a trajectory of increasing stature as a conductor holding chief 
posts with Theater an der Wien, and the Volksoper where he performed several of 
his own compositions, and the Hofoper, collaborating with Mahler. 
In 1910 he left Vienna for Prague, where his appointment as Musikdirektor at the 
Prague State Opera ushered in the most successful period of his career. There his 
performances were celebrated extensively and praised for their interpretations, in 
which the essence of the music always came first. Many conductors who would go 
on to have spectacular careers (such as Kleiber and Szell) were moulded by 
Zemlinsky as his assistants. On top of this he was invited all over Europe to serve 
as a guest conductor for orchestras, and make a name with his own operas. 
In 1930, during his short period in Berlin, he married his beloved Luise Sachsel, 
presenting for her the opera “Der Kreidekreis” as a wedding gift. She was thirty 
years his junior (interestingly, Dohnanyi also married a woman nearly thirty years 
his junior late into his life). Then came a position as principal conductor with the 
Wiener Konzertorchester in his birth city, where the quality of life influenced by the 
rising national socialism became increasingly intolerable until in 1938 Zemlinsky 
decided to relocate to the United States. He never managed to gain a foothold in 
the United States. Tortured by illness and a weak nervous system resulting from 
the brutal circumstances he had left behind in Europe, he died in the United States 
in 1942. 
Like many of Zemlinsky's compositions, the publication and (re)interpretation of the 
1894 Cello Sonata occurred only recently. The manuscript was discovered in the 
personal effects of the cellist Friedrich Buxbaum (1869-1948) who was a member 



of the Wiener Tonkünstlerverein together with Zemlinsky and Schoenberg and with 
whom the composer premiered the work on April 23, 1894. 
Buxbaum’s grandson Martin Buxbaum tried unsuccessfully around 1980 to attract 
the attention of the BBC and various instrumentalists in the US and Britain. Finally 
at the beginning of the 21st century the manuscript came into the hands of the 
Alexander Zemlinsky Foundation in Vienna and was prepared to be published by 
Ricordi in 2005. 
The young Zemlinsky was a fast writer who, according to Schoenberg, practiced for 
a first performance while the ink was still drying. On new years day 1894 Zemlinsky 
began his sonata and finished within eight days a first movement that breathes with 
the spirit of Brahms despite some unusual harmonic twists and turns. The second 
movement is written in a relatively simple song form while the last movement is 
strikingly original: the atmosphere of “Old Vienna” is traded off with a quasi-
Habsburgs military strength, a second theme shrouded in a mist of Dvorák-
perfume, a development with subtle parody and old-fashioned counterpoint and a 
coda that transports the listener to a dreamy fairy tail. 
Together with the sonata, Buxbaum left behind the manuscript of “Drei Stücke”, 
short movements for cello and piano that Zemlinsky dedicated to the cellist in 1891. 
The first piece is an energetic, rhythmic Humoresk with a dreamy middle section. 
This is followed by a Lied where both instruments show their singing qualities. A 
fast, intense, flashy and virtuosic Tarantell ends this small, charming triptych. 
( Frank van de Laar) 

The third composer, also bearing the noble “von” in his name, who near the end of 
the 19th century crystallized his musical energy, inspiration and youthful enthusiasm 
in the form of a cello sonata, is Gerard von Brucken Fock. In 2012, while 
researching for a project exploring and intending to reveal the extraordinary works 
of this talented man, I discovered an interesting and unpublished ‘sonate voor piano 
en violoncel’ from 1884 in the Nederlands Muziek Instituut in The Hague. On 
August 23, 2013 (one hundred and twenty-eight years after a private performance 
in Paris) Larissa Groeneveld and Frank van de Laar gave the world première of this 
work in Zutphen.  
Born in 1859 into a prominent family in Ter Hooge, near Middelburg, Von Brucken 
Fock was one hundred percent Dutch but with German-Frisian roots. He began 
work on his Cello Sonata in Berlin while studying composition with Woldemar 
Bargiel, a stepbrother of Clara Schumann, and Friedrich Kiel at the 
Musikhochschule. After abandoning his studies back home in Middelburg, he 
finished the work at the age of twenty-four. Half a year later he performed the work 
for the Nederlandse Vereniging in Paris together with Ermerins, a student of David 
Popper. Disappointed in the lack of attention and press coverage for his work he 



returned to Zeeland. In 1885 he married Marie Pompe van Meerdervoort despite 
his artistic anti-bourgeois stance against marriage. While his decision to write a 
sonata for cello was likely influenced by his cellist brother Emile and the cello 
sonatas of his mentor Friedrich Kiel, it was soon followed by two viola sonatas, 
written for his own second instrument. This new work was called “a jewel” by a 
reviewer following a performance in Utrecht (Tivoli) in 1886. Until 1892 Von 
Brucken Fock composed predominantly chamber music as well as works for piano 
and several compositions for violin and piano. He performed the latter with the 
violinist Carl Flesch who greatly appreciated these compositions. 
In 1888 Von Brucken Fock turned his interest to the supernatural. He was initially 
attracted by spirituality, and later by faith. He had the desire to be a prominent 
composer but was hampered by his own insecurity and shyness. From 1888 to 
1891 Von Brucken Fock was a music critic for De Amsterdammer. His inimitable 
reviews described Amsterdam’s music life in the early years of the Royal 
Concertgebouw Orchestra. His attacks on Richard Wagner were notorious. The 
ironic tone of his writing was that of a temperamental artist thirsting for beauty who 
was unable to find his way in life. Following a failed attempt to earn a living as a 
piano teacher in Leipzig (1891) and a short-lived phase as a farmhand in 
Kruiningen where he nearly perished from a cut on his finger from a scythe, Von 
Brucken Fock and his wife departed for Paris. To her astonishment, he then joined 
the Salvation Army where he packed army helmets and was given the nickname 
‘La Maréchale’ by his leader, a daughter of William Booth, and was called on to 
assist on conversion missions throughout France. This resulted in a marital crisis, 
one of many to come. Dejected, the couple returned to the Netherlands where 
Willem Mengelberg had just joined the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra. It wasn’t 
until 1901 that Von Brucken Fock received the attention he deserved. His friend 
Röntgen promoted his work by performing some of his piano music at one of his 
own famous Messchaert-Röntgen evenings. In 1903 Röntgen introduced the 24 
Preludes opus 15 to Edvard Grieg who later wrote: “I find the preludes of Von 
Brucken Fock very promising. Nothing in the pieces is without meaning. He must 
have a future there.” The insecure and idealistic artist experienced periods of great 
inner struggle and sought refuge in an obsessive and rigid form of Christianity.    
Von Brucken Fock achieved his greatest results when his inner urges were free to 
guide him. It is for this reason that his works for solo piano, his chamber music and 
songs are probably his most successful. His musical qualities, in these works, find 
their most complete expression. From around 1930 Von Brucken Fock seemingly 
became aware of this phenomenon and returned to his earlier work, generally 
characterized as more vital and pure. In 1931 he revised his 1884 Cello Sonata, the 
original version of which was never made public. From passages in the composers’ 
own Levensherinngeringen (1934) we can conclude that revisions took place 



primarily to some of the voice leadings and to enrich certain harmonies all resulting 
from years of compositional experiences and various other influences (Richard 
Strauss). 
The first movement of the Cello Sonata composed in a full-bodied Brahmsian style, 
containing a magisterial development and ending passage. In other movements 
there are clearly audible influences from Beethoven. The work is generally 
characterized by its clear structure, prominent musical discoveries and the 
contrasts between noblesse and divertissement. The composer did not shun the 
high register and positions of the cello. The Cello Sonata by Von Brucken Fock is 
certainly one of the best written for cello and piano in the 19th century in the 
Netherlands. 
Von Brucken Fock also composed several symphonies, orchestral songs 
(performed by Mengelberg), oratorios (e.g. De Wederkomst van Christus) and a 
Requiem. Between 1924 and 1931 he composed over on hundred and fifty 
preludes, all intended for personal use and not for publication. The world-famous 
singer Jo Vincent made her debut in the Concertgebouw in 1925 performing songs 
by Von Brucken Fock. His last great achievement came in 1934 with the premiere 
of his monumental Requiem, a concert he missed due to illness. Von Brucken 
Fock, who was also a gifted painter, was greatly disappointed about his lack of 
recognition at the end of his life. In 1952 the composer Hendrik Andriessen 
concluded: “The Netherlands has forgotten an important man: Gerard von Brucken 
Fock. Is it not a tragedy that history sometimes casts a shadow on such beauty?”     
( Eric Matser)                                                                                                                
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